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Abstract
For studying the effects of deviations for uncertain inputs
of systems, often multi-run simulation is employed, which is
time-consuming. Unfortunately, such simulations also do
not directly support the traceability of such effects. A semisymbolic modeling approach based on Affine Arithmetic
Forms allows the representation of uncertainty in terms of
ranges. Simulations of such models directly include propagation of deviations and their traceability. This paper
presents such a semi-symbolic model of a cyber-physical
system including coordination of safety-critical and interacting features. For feature coordination, this model introduces handling discrete uncertainty with two different behavioral modes and their integration. Based on this model,
a single simulation run allowed us studying the effects of
several deviations. In addition, this modeling approach facilitates specific analyses of deviations based on the traceability information. As a result from simulation and analyses, we got a better understanding of the different deviation
propagations within our model.

1

Introduction

In a previous simulation study of a cyber-physical system [6], we provided new insights into feature coordination, which is more intricate in such a context than, e.g., in
telecommunications as studied already long time ago in [5].
However, this study only involved single simulations runs
with presumably exact values of physical variables.
In reality, there are usually deviations, which would usually be dealt with through multi-run simulations. These
would be time-consuming, however, and they would not directly facilitate specific analyses of deviation propagation.
Hence, we employed a different modeling and simulaURI: http://hdl.handle.net/10125/50597
ISBN: 978-0-9981331-1-9
(CC BY-NC-ND 4.0)

tion approach based on Affine Arithmetic (AA) [10]. AA
is an extension of classical Interval Arithmetic and may be
used in any field of technical calculations or simulations.
Our motivation for using AA for modeling feature coordination in cyber-physical systems has been twofold:
• We have been interested in studying deviations and
their propagation in such models, and
• we wanted to extend the scope of this modeling and
simulation approach based on AA to systems with discrete uncertainty.
Discrete uncertainty arises in our models through calculations of the minimum of values that represent uncertainty.
Hence, we had to provide a minimum operator for this modeling and simulation approach. Actually, we defined and
implemented two different approximations of a minimum
operator and also studied their different effects.
As a running example, we use Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). This is an automotive driver-assistance feature
implemented in modern upper-class vehicles. ACC has,
in principle, two functional modes. First, it may act as
Cruise Control (CC), keeping a user-selectable cruise speed
of the vehicle (largely) constant. Second, it may act as Distance Control (DC) of a vehicle A following another vehicle B, keeping a minimum target distance (in reality, a time
span), so that a potential rear-end collision is to be avoided.
While ACC is already well understood as a single feature
from an engineering viewpoint [11], we model it as a composite feature that coordinates CC and DC. Still, we follow the engineering-approved coordination scheme selecting the minimum speed request of both features [11], which
was also shown to work as desired in [6, 8].
Much as in [6], we study here only the typical scenario
where Vehicle A is approaching first until the selected target distance is reached, while vehicle B does not change
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a deviation symbol i . Each symbol has an unpredictable
value between −1 and +1 [3, 10]. The maximum spanned
deviation interval is the radius of an AAF. Deviations and
thus also the radius of an AAF are always located symmetrically around the central value. The set Nx̂ contains all
deviation indices i of an AAF with xi 6= 0. With this information, an AAF can be mathematically written as given in
Equ. 1, and a set A of all valid AAFs can be defined.
X
x̂ = x0 +
x i i
(1)
i∈Nx̂

with x̂ ∈ A, x0 ∈ R, i ∈ Nx̂
Figure 1: Speed profile of vehicle B represented as an
Affine Signal

its speed according to the left part of Figure 1. Vehicle A
keeps the distance until vehicle B accelerates (according to
the right part of the figure). Vehicle A may also increase
its speed now, but it must not exceed the selected CC cruise
speed.
For studying all possible behaviors and the corresponding coordination of features, model checking (see, e.g., [1])
is preferable to simulation. However, due the combinatorics
involved, only a minimalist qualitative model of the cyberphysical system was used for this purpose in [8].
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First, we provide some background on Affine
Arithmetic, in order to keep our paper self-contained. Then
we present our ACC model using Affine Arithmetic Forms.
Since it requires a minimum operator not yet available in
the simulation environment, we also propose two different
approximations for providing such an operator. Based on
all that, we present results from our simulation and related
analyses.

2

Background on Semi-symbolic Simulation
using Affine Arithmetic Forms

Affine Arithmetic was originally developed for computer
graphics [2] and is an extension to classical Interval Arithmetic. It is applicable to any field of technical calculations
and simulations where parameter deviations representing
uncertainty occur [10]. An Affine Arithmetic Form (AAF)
models such a deviation by using an abstract deviation symbol i . These symbols make the simulation approach semisymbolic and not just numeric. The deviation symbols propagate through the system and are still present in the outputs
of the system model [3].
An AAF is defined as a scalar real center value x0 , which
is extended by a sum of linear deviations. A deviation is
represented by a product of a partial deviation value xi and

xi ∈ R, i ∈ [−1, 1]
Nx̂ = {i ∈ N+ |xi 6= 0}
Each  symbol included in an AAF represents a specific
modeler-defined uncertainty cause. In this sense, a deviation at the input of the system model is marked by an abstract symbol. This offers the possibility for explicitly tracing a specific uncertainty from its cause to its consequence.
Based on the definition of an AAF given in Equ. 1, we
also define an Affine Signal, which has a dependency in time
X
x̂(t) = x0 (t) +
xi (t) · i .
(2)
i∈Nx̂

The central value and partial deviations representing the
width of the form may be variable with respect to the simulation time.
In a standard AAF, only linear deviation is included
(while a quadratic AA approach has been proposed as well
[3]). Linear operations (+, −, ·) where · defines a multiplication with a constant c ∈ R on AAF are [10]:
X
c · (x̂ ± ŷ) = c · (x0 ± y0 ) +
c · (xi ± yi ) · i (3)
i∈Nx̂

Nonlinear functional operations on two or more AAFs may
produce polynomial terms with an order higher than one, or
discrete discontinuities. For an affine representation of such
results, it is required that a nonlinear operation transforms
the higher-order result into a valid AAF containing only linear terms. Therefore, an appropriate approximation, e.g.,
for multiplication, division, inversion, exponential function,
trigonometric functions, etc. must be integrated [10].
There are several algorithms for calculating approximations for standard mathematical operations published in the
literature. In principle, in an approximation form an additional deviation symbol is added to the AAF. This additional
symbol extends the total range of an AAF to cover nonlinearities [3, 9, 10]. Within our framework, an approximation
is represented by an α and a β value. α is the partial deviation value of the corresponding additional deviation symbol. β is the potentially shifted central value to satisfy the
symmetry requirement of deviations [9].
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Table 1: Parameter setup and deviation documentation of the ACC example

ACC configuration of vehicle A

Speed profile of vehicle B

Parameter
dinit
vCC
vCC,1
dtarget
k
vB,init
taccelerate
aB
vB,2

Description
Initial distance between vehicle A and B
Cruise control speed setup
Deviation of the cruise control speed setup
Distance control target distance setup
Distance controller proportional factor
Initial speed of vehicle B
Time period before vehicle B accelerates
Acceleration rate of vehicle B
Speed deviation of vehicle B

The simulation framework that we implemented based
on Affine Arithmetic provides functions

CC Speed
Selection

• for the definition and management of AAF, including
linear and a set of selected nonlinear mathematical operations,

DC Target
Distance
Selection

CC

Value
40 m
100 km/h (= 27.78 m/s)
±2.5 km/h, (= ±0.694 m/s)
15 m
1
50 km/h, (= 13.9 m/s)
40 s
0.417 m/s2
±5 km/h, (= ±1.39 m/s)

CC Speed
Request:

Coordinator
DC

DC Speed
Request:

Speed Proﬁle
of Vehicle B

• for verifying whether resulting system outputs are
within specified tolerances [4],
• for analyzing the impact of partial deviations on the
output signals or internal quantities of a system [4],
and
• for tracing deviations and AAF representations at simulation runtime for analyses of deviation compensation
and amplifying effects.

3

Modeling ACC using AAF

We build upon our previous simulation model defined
in [6] and keep its physical simplifications for creating
here an ACC model using AAF. Physical quantities are reduced to speeds of vehicles and the distance between them.
The Runidirectional dependency is given by Newton’s law
t
d = 0 (vB − vA )dt + dinit , where d stands for the distance
between vehicles A and B, vA and vB for the corresponding
speed values, and dinit for the initial distance. A specific
property of the dependency between speed and distance of
vehicle A is the unpredictable influence of the speed of vehicle B.
Actually, this is a cyber-physical system where the coordinator of the feature ACC composed of the features CC
and DC requests a certain speed (in the physical part of the
model). As given above, this request obviously influences
the distance. Since the distance influences DC, which potentially influences ACC, this model includes a closed loop.
We represent this model here using the block diagram
in Figure 2. CC delivers a nearly constant speed value as
its output. DC computes a speed request according to the

Physical
Model

Current Distance

Figure 2: Block diagram of the modeled ACC system
controller formula given in Equ. 4:
SpeedRequestDC = (dcurrent − dtarget ) · k + vB ,

(4)

where k is a proportional factor multiplied by the difference of the current distance and the selected target distance.
The coordinator block forwards the lower of these speed requests at each point in time (minimum coordinator behavior) vA as the speed of vehicle A. For the driving behavior
of vehicle B, we assume a static speed profile as given by
Figure 1. The distance between vehicles A and B is computed as specified above. A representative part of the distance output of the model, the current distance, is fed back
to the input, so that the subsequently induced uncertainty is
continuously propagated over time. Apart from these linear
blocks, ACC includes a discontinuity given by the coordinator behavior of switching between the system’s CC and
DC modes.
In contrast to [6], we performed a semi-symbolic simulation, where a specific symbol represents a defined uncertainty. We included two such symbols for parameter deviations, according to the two deviation causes shown in red in
Figure 2. These are a deviating CC speed of vehicle A and
an unpredictable speed profile offset of vehicle B (see the
blue boundary lines in Figure 1). These parameter deviations model that in reality both these speeds fluctuate within
certain interval ranges.
Table 1 contains the parameter setup of the model for our
semi-symbolic simulation, including deviations and their
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corresponding values. According to these values, initial
AAFs v̂A and v̂B can be stated as v̂A = vCC + vCC,1 · 1 =
100 + 2.5 · 1 and v̂B = vB,init + vB,2 · 2 = 50 + 5 · 2 .
The uncertainty causes represented by the 1 and 2 symbols directly influence the coordinator output speed request
and the calculated distance between the vehicles. Symbols
are propagated through the system and fed back to the input
of the Distance Control block. Thus, partial deviations of a
time-step also influence future simulation time-steps. The
full model is calculated with a time-step period of 10ms.

4

Minimum Coordinator Block

For the coordination of CC and DC, we use a minimum
coordinator block, which forwards their lower speed request
value as applied at its inputs. In the given simulation environment, no minimum operator for AAFs has been available
yet. Hence, we had to model and implement one for calculating min(v̂CC , v̂DC ), where v̂CC and v̂DC are AAFs.
The minimum operation models a specific discontinuity behavior, which we approximated.
Figure 3 shows the individual CC and DC speed requests
when vehicle A is in CC mode and approaching vehicle B.
The center value of v̂CC is constant at 100 km/h, superimposed by a 2.5 km/h deviation (symbol 1 ). The center
value and the specified deviation range are illustrated by
the brown dashed and the red lines, respectively. v̂DC is
decreasing according to the implemented control Equ. 4.
Again, the brown dashed line indicates the center value and
the red line the deviation caused by the symbol 1 . Additionally, v̂DC includes the deviation symbol 2 representing
the speed deviation of vehicle B, where the blue lines show
the accumulated deviation of both 1 and 2 . Due to the
closed-loop model structure, v̂CC and v̂CC are correlated
through including the same symbol 1 .
The rightmost simulation point in Figure 3 indicates the
first point in time when the ranges of the speed requests
from CC and DC overlap. In principle, starting from this
point in time, due to the unpredictable values of the  symbols, we cannot determine with certainty whether the CC or
the DC speed request has a lower value. We call this characteristic an uncertain minimum, because we cannot determine if the output of the coordinator block derives from a
CC or a DC speed request.
At a closer look, due to the given symbol correlation between v̂CC and v̂DC , it may even happen that the point in
time when the minimum of requested speeds becomes uncertain is additionally shifted in time. Hence, in a first step
we handle the given 1 -correlation correctly by calculating
the AA subtraction of v̂DC and v̂CC (see Equ. 3). The result
of vˆz = v̂DC − v̂CC is plotted in Figure 4. The minimum
becomes uncertain if the value 0 is within the calculated interval range of v̂DC − v̂CC . This can be expressed by using

Figure 3: CC and DC speed requests and their deviations
over time, until their ranges start to overlap
the functions value and range: 0 ∈ range(value(vˆz )) [7].
The arrows in the figure indicate such a situation. If and
when this happens, we cannot uniquely evaluate if the ACC
feature is in CC or DC mode, due to the unknown values of
1 and 2 .

Figure 4: Plot of v̂DC − v̂CC and a case where 0 is
included within its interval range

4.1

Minimum Approximation with Intervals

As a second step, for points in time when the minimum is
uncertain, we calculate approximations. Our first minimum
approximation is based on Interval Arithmetic calculations,
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which do not take correlations between CC and DC requests
into account. Interval Arithmetic calculations, in general,
result in more pessimistic solutions than AA calculations.
Hence, we actually calculate a pessimistic-approximation
range.
As illustrated in Figure 5, we have to distinguish four
cases of how the ranges of CC and DC relate to each other.
The ranges on the right plotted in red are the results for each
case, to be used for our approximation of the minimum form
min(v̂CC , v̂DC ).

Figure 5: Cases of overlapping CC and DC ranges and the
corresponding range for the minimum approximation
To create an output AAF for the minimum operator
based on that, we handle the approximation representation
in the same way as for nonlinear operators such as multiplication, division, etc. The affine part of the result is defined
either by the CC or the DC request, depending on their central values. However, the output of the minimum operator
is an AAF caused by the DC or CC request inputs, respectively. We also add an extra symbol and a partial deviation
αi , which widens this range if the minimum is uncertain,
i.e., the minimum value can be taken from the other Affine
input than the one that is picked for the output. For the
resulting AAF, we calculate also an approximation central
value βi , which is located in the middle of the approximated
output range.
As a result and to sum up, our (first) approximation for
the minimum operator includes a two-step process:
• First we evaluate an AF for v̂DC −v̂CC . If 0 is included
within its interval range, we know that the minimum
value is uncertain and can be caused by a CC or a DC
request, respectively. The system can be in CC or DC
mode depending on the unknown value of  symbols.
• As a second step, if the minimum is uncertain, we calculate an approximation form covering the worst case.
The approximation interval is evaluated by uncorre-

lated Interval Arithmetic considerations including different cases of overlapping situations. Finally, we store
the approximation within an AAF object setting according to α and β values.

4.2

Minimum Approximation with
AADDs

Since the minimum approximation with intervals does
not utilize any of the information contained in an AAF in
addition to the intervals per se, we also developed a more
precise approximation with Affine Arithmetic Decision Diagrams (AADDs).
As described above, the minimum is uncertain if we cannot determine if CC or DC has a lower value, i.e., if the
value 0 is within the calculated interval range of v̂DC −v̂CC .
The basic idea for handling this uncertainty is to use a binary decision diagram for minimum approximation. At
each point in time during the simulation when this uncertainty exists, an internal vertex is created in such a diagram
with two successor edges, labeled true and f alse, depending on whether the condition (v̂DC − v̂CC ≥ 0) is fulfilled.
The value true signifies the CC case, i.e., in this part of
the tree the assumption is that the speed request of CC is
used. For the value f alse, however, the speed request of
DC is taken. Since v̂DC and v̂CC are AAFs, this distinction depends on the values of 1 and 2 . A solver is used
for finding those partitions of epsilon ranges for which the
condition is fulfilled or not. Through recursive application
for the next point in time of the simulation, a tree structure
is created.
For each vertex below in the tree, only these value ranges
are valid, of course. For each path, there is a terminal vertex,
whenever there is no minimum uncertainty any more. It is
assigned the AAF of v̂DC or v̂CC , respectively.
In fact, this approximation is analogous to the one of
a “less than” operator formally defined in [7]. Hence, we
were able to simply build on this definition and the implementation of this operator. However, for the minimum operator, we had to define different terminal vertices. While
they are Boolean values for “less than”, we have AAFs instead in our AADDs.
For a simulation using such an AADD, there is a complication involved, however. Concurrently to building this
tree, the simulation actually has to simulate all the variants
according to the paths of the tree. While doing so, the maximum and the minimum deviations occurring are calculated
and returned as the result of this minimum approximation.

5

Semi-symbolic Simulation

In the simulation run, the speed profile of vehicle B as
shown in Figure 1 is used. Vehicle A is approaching first,
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...

...
Figure 6: CC and DC speed requests

...

Figure 7: Approximated minimum coordinator output
while vA = vCC > vB , until the selected target distance
is reached. This is illustrated in the left part of Figures 6, 7
and 8. Then, as long as the speed of vehicle B does not
change, vA = vDC = vB , the DC block holds the given
target distance. (This time period is cut out in the figures.)
Once vehicle B accelerates resulting in vB > vCC , vehicle A may also increase its speed, but it must not exceed the
selected CC cruise speed (see the right part of Figures 6, 7
and 8). Hence, there is a discrete change involved again,
this time from vA = vDC to vA = vCC .
More precisely, we ran the simulation based on AAFs.
For calculating the minimum of AAFs, we used the approximations based on interval considerations and AADDs as
defined above. The corresponding lines in the figures are
shown in magenta and green, respectively. For showing
the subintervals for the interval approximations, we use red
lines for 1 and blue lines for accumulated 1 and 2 deviations.
Figure 6 illustrates the speed requests of CC and DC,
respectively. CC has a constant speed request of 27.78 m/s
and a deviation range of 0.694 m/s indicated by the red lines
representing the bounds of the range. The DC feature has

a decreasing speed characteristic caused by the decreasing
distance between the vehicles. The blue lines show the accumulated 1 and 2 deviation causes of the DC speed request for AAF using interval-based approximation for the
coordinator block. First, ACC is in CC mode, and the upper
bound of the CC request is clearly smaller than the lower
bound of the DC request, until the ranges start to overlap,
which is marked by the two vertical cursors (strictly speaking, the v̂DC − v̂CC interval range includes 0).
Starting at this point in time, the minimum operation of
the coordinator block is approximated. The corresponding
output of the coordinator is shown in Figure 7. As described
in Section 4, we evaluate two approximations for the minimum based on intervals and AADDs, respectively. The
slight differences between the green and the magenta line
in the left part of the figure are caused by the behavior of
the interval-based approximation, which is still switching
between DC and CC modes based on the center value of the
AAF.
As a result for the coordinator, we plot in Figure 7 the
boundaries of the approximation forms for interval approximation (in magenta), and for AADD-based approximation
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...

Figure 8: Distance between vehicles A and B
(in green). Due to the strict requirement of an AAF that the
center value has to be in the middle of the spanned range, for
the interval-based approximation a center value is additionally calculated (stored as a β value within an AAF object).
It is illustrated by the brown dashed line.
Once the minimum is no longer uncertain (the DC request is for certain smaller than the CC request), ACC is
in DC mode. The speed request changes its characteristic
to an exponentially shaped curve, asymptotically approaching a value of 13.9 m/s (see the horizontal cursor), which is
the speed of vehicle B. The exponential shape is caused by
the control behavior of the DC feature (see Equ. 4) and the
closed-loop system structure.
The right parts of the Figures illustrate the acceleration
scenario of vehicle B. We focus on the effect occurring at
the point in time when vehicle B is becoming faster than
the CC speed of vehicle A (t > 68 s). Much as in the
approach scenario, the DC and CC request ranges start to
overlap and the coordinator calculates an approximation for
the minimum (more precisely in two different ways). As
described in Section 4, for the interval-based approximation
ACC switches between CC and DC mode, depending on the
minimum of the center values of their requests. Thus, ACC
switches back to CC mode, but DC is still independently
calculating speed requests in parallel. Due to the constant
output of the coordinator (CC speed), for DC the feedback
loop is broken. Thus, the deviation bounds are increasing.
The coordinator is still approximating the minimum by taking the interval minimum according to the cases shown in
Figure 5. This explains the partially parabolic shape of the
approximation curve of the minimum values. Hence, for
the described scenario where vehicle B is speeding up and
exceeding the configured CC speed of vehicle A, the minimum approximation has a pronounced pessimistic range.
The approximation using AADDs (green line in Figure 7)
does not have this effect and is, therefore, much more precise.

Figure 8 shows the distance between vehicle A and vehicle B over time. The corresponding center value (brown
dashed line) starts at the defined initial distance of 40 m.
Since there is no initial deviation set for the distance, the
first simulation point is an AAF having a radius of 0. In
the following, the deviations of the CC speed (based on the
symbol 1 ) and the speed of vehicle B (based on the symbol
2 ), continuously influence the range of the distance, until
ACC is in DC mode and the deviation causes (partial deviation values) are constant. Due to the physical dependency
between the speeds of vehicles A and B, also the partial deviation values get integrated over time. The influence of
1 is illustrated by the partial deviation bounds as shown in
red boundary lines, the influence of 2 by the blue boundary
lines, where more precisely the red part has to be taken out,
since the blue lines show the accumulated partial deviations.
A closer look on the subinterval ranges for 1 and 2 reveals that the partial deviation with symbol 2 representing
the speed deviation of vehicle B has a higher impact on the
deviation range of the distance. This can be seen in Figure 8, since for all points in time (except 0) the differences
between the red lines and the brown center line are smaller
than the differences between the blue and the red lines. If
and when ACC is in DC mode (illustrated on the right from
the courser in Figure 8), the radius of the distance is decreasing. This is caused by the closed-loop system structure including the DC controller block, which continuously
compensates deviations. The asymptotic trend of the distance line approaches the specified target distance of 15 m.
The right part of Figure 8 illustrates the distance range
for the situation where vehicle B exceeds the selected CC
speed of vehicle A. Based on the approximation effect for
the interval-based approach described in Figure 7, there is
also an impact on the distance boundaries. The parabolic
shape of the curve of the approximated speed output of the
coordinator is propagated to the distance. Thus the displayed lines for AAF are also a pessimistic approximation
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of the distance between vehicle A and B. This effect is
strongly decreased if the timespan of overlapping CC and
DC requests is shorter (e.g., caused by a larger acceleration
of vehicle B).
The green lines in Figure 8 illustrate the bounds of the
minimum approximation using AADDs. Also for the distance, the effect of the uncertain mode switch from DC to
CC (t > 68s) for the interval-based minimum approximation is not present when using the approximation based on
AADDs.
The more precise approximation of the minimum operation using AADDs requires an increased simulation runtime, as compared to using the intervals only. The simulation of the presented driving scenario using AADD-based
minimum approximation took about 4 minutes (on a standard PC), compared to 5 seconds using the interval-based
approach.

6

Analyses

Our analyses are based on the additional information on
deviations available when using Affine Arithmetic. In particular, we are interested in analyses of deviation propagation, which is possible through Affine Arithmetic traces.
Such a trace is defined as a sequence of partial deviations.
First, let us define an auxiliary function select operating
on a given AAF, which extracts the partial deviation value
with respect to an  symbol:

xi , i ∈ Nx̂
select(x̂(t), i ) =
(5)
0, otherwise
Second, the trace sequence τ (i ) is defined as
τ (i ) =< a0 , a1 , . . . , ak >

(6)

The length of the sequence k is limited by the defined simulation time or by the analysis setup. Values ak represent
partial deviations defined by the usage of select functions
associated with a specific uncertainty cause i . For the application of the select function, we have two possibilities.
First, a trace for a certain point in time t, and second for a
specific AAF x̂ can be defined. These are the two proposed
types of traces: temporal and structural.
A temporal trace includes partial deviation values from
an AAF at increasing points in time. This is illustrated in
Figure 9. Formally, a temporal trace is defined by the following usage of select functions:
τtemporal (i ) =< a0 , a1 , . . . , ak >
a0 = select(x̂(t0 ), i )
a1 = select(x̂(t1 ), i )
...
ak = select(x̂(tk ), i )

(7)

f

f
f

f
f

f

...

f
f

Figure 9: Temporal trace

A temporal trace facilitates a time-specific analysis of a
single AAF value within the system. Strictly speaking, a
conventional plot (see, e.g., Figure 6, etc.) of an AAF represents an accumulated representation of all included partial deviations and, hence, is a special case of a temporal
trace. The tracing functionalities implemented in the presented AAF framework include more enhanced features for
temporal tracing, e.g., assertion-driven trace start, selectable
sampling frequency, limited trace length, etc. Results of an
analysis process using temporal traces can be
• points in time where partial deviations exceed unspecified tolerance values, or have minimum or maximum
values. These points in time can potentially indicate critical states of the system where the full behavior may violate system performance or safety requirements;
• detailed analysis of a deviation cause and its impact on
the total radius of an AAF. This impact analysis may
help designers to evaluate system states where a specific uncertainty cause has a dominant characteristic;
• the global impact of a partial deviation over the specified trace length. This is calculated by the integration
of the values included in the trace;
• the temporal sensitivity of the system against the specified uncertainty cause. This can be evaluated by the
first derivation of the trace represented by the absolute
difference of sequence elements.
For the analysis of the ACC feature, we created two
traces for the partial deviations included in the distance
AAF, illustrated in Figure 10. The red line is the trace
for the partial deviation associated with 1 (deviation of CC
speed), the blue line for 2 (speed deviation of vehicle B).
Based on these trace results, we can make the following
qualitative statements for the analyzed ACC feature and the
given scenario:
• The partial deviation value of the distance for 1 is
negative due to the dependencies given by the physical model. Consider a positive value of 1 , causing a
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f

f
f
f

f
f

Figure 11: Structural trace
trace are defined as:
τstructural (i ) =< a0 , a1 , . . . , ak >

(8)

a0 = select(xˆ0 (t), i )
a1 = select(xˆ1 (t), i )

Figure 10: Temporal trace of the distance

...
ak = select(xˆk (t), i )
speed value vA > vCC . This results in a faster approach towards vehicle B, i.e., a smaller distance, as
compared to vA = vCC .

• The absolute impact of the deviation associated with 2
on the distance is higher than the one associated with
1 , by a factor of 2 (equal to the ratio of the given speed
deviations).

• The critical system state (in terms of distance deviation) occurs if and when the ACC feature is in CC
mode. Due to the lack of any distance control function, deviations get continuously integrated, which
also widens the total range (see the left part of Figure 10 until ACC switches to DC mode at t = 0.825s).
This is also the case after the mode change from DC
back to CC at t = 73.3s. The slope of the linear part
indicates for the initial approach of vehicle A an increase of the deviation of the distance between the vehicles by 2m within one second.

• The first mode change from CC to DC at t = 0.825s
is picked as a critical point in time for our simulation
and selected for analysis using a structural trace.
A structural trace is a path-selective analysis of the system. For its definition, a data-path represented as a set of
AAFs through the system structure is specified. The select
function is applied to each element of the set for a selected
uncertainty cause i and a specific point in time t (see Figure 11). Formally, the sequence elements of a structural

For the ACC example, we created two structural traces
for 1 and 2 , respectively, which we specify in one equation
below. The point in time for recording the trace is set to
ts = 0.825s, where ACC switches from CC to DC mode in
the given driving scenario. The traces are defined according
to the following equation, and include all data values of the
ˆ
system (v̂CC , v̂DC , v̂A , v̂B , d):
τstructural1,2 (1,2 ) =< select(v̂CC (ts ), 1,2 ),
select(v̂DC (ts ), 1,2 ), select(v̂A (ts ), 1,2 ),
ˆ s ), 1,2 ) >
select(v̂B (ts ), 1,2 ), select(d(t
Evaluating these formulas with the corresponding values results in the following numerical sequences:
τstructural1 (1 ) =< 0.694, 0.534, 0.649, 0, 0.534 >
τstructural2 (2 ) =< 0, 0.2, 0, 1.39, 1.11 >
Defined traces may include partial deviation values from
different physical quantities (speeds and a distance in this
case). To facilitate the comparison of the partial deviation
values included here, we divide them by the radius (computed by the rad operator) of the corresponding AAF (and
multiply by 100) to get a percentage value.

D

τstructural1% (1 ) =
69.4
53.4
64.9
0
53.4 E
=
,
,
,
,
ˆ
rad(v̂CC ) rad(v̂DC ) rad(v̂A ) rad(v̂B ) rad(d)
< 100%, 72.75%, 100%, 0%, 32.48% >

D

τstructural2% (2 ) =
0
20
0
13.9
11.1 E
,
,
,
,
=
ˆ
rad(v̂CC ) rad(v̂DC ) rad(v̂A ) rad(v̂B ) rad(d)
< 0%, 27.25%, 0%, 100%, 67.52% >
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As a result, we can directly interpret these numbers for
tracing the development of distance deviations in the system
structure. ACC is in CC mode, hence the distance contribution of 1 , 32.48%, results from v̂CC . The vB deviation
impact of 67.52% on the distance range is only propagated
in the physical model, which is based on Newton’s laws.
Also the speed profile deviation of vehicle B is given by the
simulated scenario and cannot, in principle, be improved
by the ACC feature. Unfortunately, the major part of the
integrating characteristic of the distance (partial deviation
associated with 2 ) while ACC is in CC mode cannot be
optimized. Thus, the only possibility to decrease the integration effect is to reduce the deviation of the CC speed
parameter.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a cyber-physical model of feature coordination using a semi-symbolic approach for simulation, based on Affine Arithmetic Forms. This approach
can handle deviations and even systematic analyses of their
propagation. We extended this approach for our model of
Adaptive Cruise Control (viewed as a composite feature) by
two new approximations of a minimum operator required
for dealing with discrete discontinuities when switching between the Cruise Control and Distance Control features.
In contrast to more usual multi-run simulations, this approach can show the effects of deviations in a single simulation run. It also facilitates specific analyses of deviation
propagation through temporal and structural traces. These
revealed for our specific cyber-physical model, e.g., that the
deviations caused from uncertainty of the speed by Cruise
Control are propagated towards more and more uncertainty
on the distance between vehicles, while the uncertainties
from the speeds of both vehicles are reduced by Distance
Control. Hence, this approach can help to gain a better understanding of different deviation propagations within such
a semi-symbolic model.
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